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Abstract
The association between food crisis and intra-state conflict has attracted a group

of conflict scholars in recent years. Although the literature suggests different the-
oretical channels linking food price shocks to intra-state conflict, these studies
mostly focused on mobilization and opportunity cost arguments on the civilian-
state side. In this paper, we argue that food price shocks also can affect the behavior
of rebel and insurgent groups toward civilians, and increase the number of violent
incidents against civilians. The developed hypothesis in this paper is empirically
evaluated across different statistical models using Africa data at the subnational
level, and these empirical results support our hypothesis.

Introduction
In the past two decades, the world has seen a rise in the global price of

food staples that has coincided with notable protests and rebellions across
both Africa and Asia. Indeed, the onset of widespread social unrest in the
Middle East and North Africa during the Arab Spring, and in sub-Saharan
Africa marked by severe drought, share ties to sudden spikes in the global
price of food (The Economist 2012) and to government meddling in agri-
cultural markets as a means to either roll back consumer subsidies (Hen-
drix 2013) or to reward certain groups of constituents and neglect others in
response to the downstream effects of climate change (Kelley et al. 2015).
Previous scholarship notes that the causal relationships between food price
shocks and social unrest is complex (Hendrix and Brinkman 2013).

Although the literature has broaden our knowledge about the role of food
price shocks in intra-state conflict, most of these studies develop their hy-
potheses based on opportunistic and/or grievance-based behavior of cit-
izens, and how state repression lead to political conflict and violence.
However, there is a rich literature on studying violence against civilians
by insurgents and rebels (Azam & Hoeffler 2002; Kalyvas 2003; Wood
2010 & 2014; Raleigh 2012; Fjelde & Hultman 2013) which has not re-
ceived enough attention in studying the nexus of food price and intra-state
conflict. In fact, violence that we observe during political conflict which
is caused by food price shocks is not necessarily initiated by citizens or
state.

While some studies such as Hendrix and Haggard (2015) and Raleigh,
Choi, and Kniveton (2015) find a positive association between food price
and conflict, some studies such as Fjelde (2015) and Dube and Vargas
(2012) argue that positive food price shocks in agricultural production can
decrease the likelihood of conflict onset. These studies mainly concentrate
on the interactions and confrontations between state and citizens, both ur-
ban and rural population. However, we argue in this study that food price
shocks also can affect the interactions between insurgent groups and farm-
ers. In fact, food is one of immediate basic needs for rebels and insurgents
as well, and these groups also need to provide food for their troops. Even
in some cases, as discussed by Humphreys & Weinstein (2008), providing
food and shelter is used as a private incentive for recruitment purposes by
insurgents. Thus, an increase in food price makes providing food for the
troops more costly. Moreover, food commodities are the product of farm-
lands, so when the price of food rises, the economic return of farmlands
also increases. This makes farmlands more valuable assets for their own-
ers. In this paper, we argue that these two mechanisms provoke insurgents
to appropriate farmlands, and since farmers are forced to hand over their
farms and their products to the insurgents, these confrontations can lead to
violent incidents against civilians.

We test our hypothesis using Africa sub-national data. Our findings re-
veal that following a food price increase, we should expect the number

of violent events against civilians carried out by rebels increases. There-
fore, food price shocks not only affect the interaction between the state and
citizens, but also it can affect the behavior and strategy of rebels toward
civilians.

Literature Review

The causal process connecting changes in the price of food with political
instability rests on two sets of causal mechanisms:

• At the individual level, rising food prices alter the opportunity costs of
food-insecure individuals, making them more susceptible to rebel re-
cruitment or organized crime via a combination of economic, nourish-
ment, and security-based inducements that these organizations tend to
provide to their recruits (Humphreys and Weinstein 2008; Fjelde 2015).

• At the national level, governments often manage rising food prices dif-
ferently. Dictatorships relative to anocracies and democracies face dif-
ferent sets of political motivations stemming from their incentives to
provide private vs. public goods (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003), which
ultimately determines their responses to rising domestic food prices.
Existing research explains this causal process by arguing that dicta-
torships exhibit an urban bias in their response to rising food prices,
making them more likely to intervene in domestic markets to offset
consumer burdens relative to democracies and anocracies, where the
median voter usually lives in rural areas (Hendrix and Haggard 2015;
Smith 2014).

While the literature has an extensive discussion on the behavior of citi-
zens and the state in response to food price shocks, it is virtually silent
about how rebels and insurgent groups behave during a positive food price
shock. In the theory section, we argue that following a positive food price
shock, rebels may carry out more violent attacks against civilians.

Theory

Figure 1: The dynamics linking food price shock to violence against civilians

An increase in food price increases the benefit of farmlands since first
the owner of agricultural products do not need to pay a higher price for
their food, as they produce their food. Second, since the price of food in-
creased, the value of farmlands rises as the value of its economic returns
increased. These two mechanisms can provoke rebels and insurgents to
seize farmlands and their agricultural products. The seizure of these lands
can lead to confrontation between rebels and farmers, so we should expect
a higher level of violence against civilians, i.e. to farmers, by rebels.

Hypothesis 1
An increase in food price increases the number of violent attacks
against civilians in farmlands.

Research Design
• The unit of analysis: 1st administration level-month
• Dependent variable: Violent events against civilians (ACLED Version 6

(1997-2015))
• Independent variable:

– Food price
1. IMF monthly food price index
2. Local staple crop price (Raleigh, Choi, & Kniveton 2015)

– Cultivated land (GAEZ-Land Cover)
• Control Variables:

– Lagged dependent variable
– Spatially weighted depen-

dent variable
– Spatially weighted lagged

dependent variable
– Polity2 from PolityIV 2015
– Stable Nightlight from

SEDAC
– Infant Mortality from SEDAC
– Road Density from SEDAC

– The number of diamond
mines from PRIO

– The number of mineral
mines from PRIO

– The number of petroleum
sites from PRIO

– Population from SEDAC

– The area(KM2) of adminis-
tration

• Estimation methods:

1. Negative binomial (NB)
2. Negative binomial-Random

effects (NB-RE)

3. Negative binomial-Zero-
inflated (NB-ZI)

• Robust standard errors

Results
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Figure 2: Estimated coefficients for the interaction between food price and cultivated
land
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Figure 3: Estimated coefficients for food price and cultivated land
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Figure 4: Marginal effects of food price on ACLED violent events against civilians con-
ditional on cultivated land

Conclusions
• The results of regression models using local food price provide enough

evidence to support our hypothesis that an increase in food price leads
to a higher number of violent attacks against civilians.

• The results of regression models using IMF food price does not provide
enough evidence to support our hypothesis that an increase in food price
leads to a higher number of violent attacks against civilians.

• We find partial support that there is a negative direct association be-
tween local food price and violent events against civilians which is con-
sistent with Fjelde (2015) and Dube & Vargas (2012).
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